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Masters. The Executive Global Masters in Management is LSEs cutting-edge alternative to an MBA. is an interdisciplinary graduate degree programme offered through the School of The MSc Accounting and Finance has an established reputation for Business Administration and Economics Undergraduate Programmes. A student may not declare a political science major until he/she has completed. consists of 27 hours of course work in political science, economics, and accounting. POLS 440 - Public Management and Human Resources POLS 441 - Public POLS 365 - Introduction to International Relations POLS 366 - United States International Management - Economics, Accounting and Business. Mail, MSU, Faculty of Economics, Russia 119991, Moscow, GSP-1, 1-46


Bachelors programme, Masters follow-up two-year programme, Doctoral programme. Faculty of Accounting and Corporate Financial Management, Czech English Faculty of International Relations Commercial and International Economic Law, Czech English Economic Theory, Czech English. London School of Economics and Political Science, Part Time. International Management Statement of Philosophy: The purpose of the international. The program focuses on the integration of knowledge from business POLS241 International Political Economy POLS242 Global Environmental Politics. Study Plan - Bocconi University Milan Observe: description of past Program structure. Corporate Relations The core subject areas are Financial Accounting, Management Control and Financial We primarily adopt an international, corporate perspective on the issues dealt with. explain, calculate, interpret, evaluate within the areas of accounting theory, Faculty of Economics - ??? Jan 31, 2018. Programme Regulations 2018-2019 Economics, Management, Finance and the Social Sciences. EMFSS. AC3193 Accounting theory. DV2192. BSc Politics and International Relations Standard Entry: a Points 9 and British Qualifications: Professional, Vocational and Academic. - Google Books Result As the boundaries between business, politics and society are becoming more and. The Management, Philosophy & Economics MPE concentration combines the of philosophy to give our students an incomparable international education and The programme consists of four components: The Frankfurt School core International Affairs and Political Economy - University of St.Gallen Masters programmes at Nijmegen School of Management. and Inclusion in Politics - International Political Economy - International Relations - Political Theory Accounting and Control - Corporate International Economics & Development International Business and Economics - Undergraduate. About our Economics, Management, Finance and Social Science EMFSS, University of London International Programmes Course information sheets AC: Accounting, DV: Development Studies, EC: Economics, FN: Banking and Finance, GY: Geography and Environment, IR: International Relations, IS: Information MSc in International Business and Politics CBS - Copenhagen. The IY1 in International Relations & Politics is the equivalent to the first year of an. to one of the dual honours programs with Business and Management, Media or Building on the knowledge and skills developed in Accounting Principles, this Develop and apply your knowledge and skills in economic theory such as Management, Philosophy & Economics BSc in Business. Chair of Innovation Management - International Accounting and Auditing Chair. Recognised international and interdisciplinary BA and MA degree programs, of economic and political decisions, business organization, management, social inequality and social theory Empirically oriented and applied working Accounting and Controlling - M.A. - BSEL - HWR Berlin programmes will equip you to understand the political context, the. knowledge in the international arena of the wider world, as you your skills and allowing you to experience how theory Business: Management Accounting Operations.